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(54) FIXING DEVICE FOR JUNCTION WIRES OF STATOR OF MOTOR

(57) A fixing device for junction wires of a stator of a
motor includes a box and flat conductors. The box has
circular gro oves radially arranged at a side of the box
and terminal accommodating grooves located at a pe-
ripheral edge at the side of the box. Each of the flat con-
ductors has an arc-shaped holding portion and two ter-
minals connected to an upper edge of the arc-shaped
holding portion and horizontally bended. The arc-shaped
holding portions are accommodated in the circular
grooves. The terminals are exposed out of the circular
grooves and partially accommodated in the terminal ac-
commodating grooves, respectively. At least one of the
terminals has an extending section extending over at
least one of the circular grooves. A distance between the
extending section and the arc-shaped holding portion of
the flat conductor in the at least one circular groove is a
fixed value.
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Description

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a fixing device
for junction wires of a stator of a motor.

Description of Related Art

[0002] In the generation that technologies increasingly
advance, the electrical motor industry is one of the cores
of the modern industries. A motor is an electrical device
that converts electrical energy into kinetic energy, and
the power and the stability of the motor progress with
each passing day. To reduce the motor size and ease of
assembly are very important issues of the industry.
[0003] However, the processes of wiring a present mo-
tor are complicated. Not only is the amount of the used
copper wires hard to be reduced, but the convenience of
operation is also influenced. Specifically, in the conven-
tional arts, the wiring processes between the wiring coils
and conductive coils are performed in manual way, which
are more complex and time-consuming, so that the labor
costs remain high.

SUMMARY

[0004] An aspect of the disclosure is to provide a fixing
device for junction wires of a stator of a motor to effec-
tively reduce the volume of the motor and simplify the
assembly processes.
[0005] According to an embodiment of the disclosure,
a fixing device for junction wires of a stator of a motor
includes a box and a plurality of flat conductors. The box
has a plurality of circular grooves radially arranged at a
side of the box. The box further has a plurality of terminal
accommodating grooves located at a peripheral edge at
the side of the box. Each of the flat conductors includes
an arc-shaped holding portion and two terminals con-
nected to an upper edge of the arc-shaped holding por-
tion and horizontally bended. The arc-shaped holding
portions are accommodated in the circular grooves. The
terminals are exposed out of the circular grooves and
partially accommodated in two of the terminal accommo-
dating grooves, respectively. At least one of the terminals
has an extending section extending over at least one of
the circular grooves. A distance between the extending
section and the arc-shaped holding portion of the flat con-
ductor in the at least one circular groove is a fixed value.
[0006] In an embodiment of the disclosure, the at least
one terminal further includes an elevating section and a
wire-junction section. The elevating section is connected
between the upper edge of the arc-shaped holding por-
tion and the extending section and exposed out of the
circular grooves. The wire-junction section is connected
to an end of the extending section opposite to the ele-

vating section.
[0007] In an embodiment of the disclosure, the wire-
junction section is extended out of the peripheral edge
at the side of the box and configured to be fixed with a
stator wire-junction terminal.
[0008] In an embodiment of the disclosure, the flat con-
ductors include a first flat conductor and a second flat
conductor. The first flat conductor includes a first arc-
shaped holding portion, a first terminal, and a second
terminal. The first and second terminals are connected
to an upper edge of the first arc-shaped holding portion
and horizontally bended. The second flat conductor in-
cludes a second arc-shaped holding portion, a third ter-
minal, and a fourth terminal. The third and fourth termi-
nals are connected to an upper edge of the second arc-
shaped holding portion and horizontally bended. The first
terminal is located between the third and fourth terminals.
[0009] In an embodiment of the disclosure, the first ter-
minal is not in contact with the third and fourth terminals.
[0010] In an embodiment of the disclosure, each of the
first and second terminals of the first flat conductor in-
cludes a first extending section extending over at least
one of the circular grooves. Each of the third and fourth
terminals of the second flat conductor includes a second
extending section extending over at least one of the cir-
cular grooves. The first and second extending sections
have different lengths.
[0011] In an embodiment of the disclosure, the circular
grooves include a first circular groove and a second cir-
cular groove respectively accommodating the first and
second arc-shaped holding portions. The terminal ac-
commodating grooves include two first terminal accom-
modating grooves and two second terminal accommo-
dating grooves. The first terminal accommodating
grooves partially accommodate the first and second ter-
minals, respectively. The second terminal accommodat-
ing grooves partially accommodate the third and fourth
terminals, respectively. A length of the first extending
section is equal to a distance from the first circular groove
to any of the first terminal accommodating grooves. A
length of the second extending section is equal to a dis-
tance from the second circular groove to any of the sec-
ond terminal accommodating grooves.
[0012] In an embodiment of the disclosure, the box fur-
ther has a plurality of latches. Each of the latches is par-
tially extended to an entrance of a corresponding one of
the circular grooves. Each of the arc-shaped holding por-
tions is engaged between a bottom of a corresponding
one of the circular grooves and a corresponding one of
the latches.
[0013] In an embodiment of the disclosure, the fixing
device further includes a cover detachably covered at
the side of the box. The cover has a plurality of outlet
holes. The flat conductors constitute a plurality of wind-
ings respectively corresponding to the outlet holes. Each
of the outlet holes is aligned with at least a portion of a
corresponding one of the windings.
[0014] In an embodiment of the disclosure, the flat con-
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ductors constitute a plurality of windings. In each of the
windings, a sum of lengths of the arc-shaped holding
portions of the flat conductors in a circumferential direc-
tion and lengths of the terminals in radial directions is
substantially close a fixed value.
[0015] Accordingly, in the fixing device for junction
wires of a stator of a motor of the present disclosure, by
making the distances between the extending section of
each terminal of each flat conductor and the arc-shaped
holding portion(s) of the other flat conductor(s) in the cir-
cular groove(s) extended over by the extending section
be close to a fixed value and adjusting the cross-sectional
areas of the flat conductors, each of the flat conductors
can obtain the same flux impedance. By designing the
elevating section for each terminal, each extending sec-
tion can be prevented from contacting the arc-shaped
holding portion(s) extended over by the extending sec-
tion, so the problem caused by short circuit can be effec-
tively avoided. By designing the wire-junction sections of
all terminals with the same length (i.e., the distal ends of
all wire-junction sections are substantially arranged on a
circle), the wire-junction sections can be convenient to
be fixed with the stator wire-junction terminals. By dis-
posing the latch at the entrance of the corresponding
circular groove to engage the corresponding flat conduc-
tor, the corresponding arc-shaped holding portion can be
effectively prevented from jumping out of the correspond-
ing circular groove owing to vibration. Moreover, by mak-
ing the sum of the lengths of each winding be close to a
fixed value and then locally adjusting the shape of the
flat conductors, the purpose of making the windings ob-
tain totally the same impedance can be achieved.
[0016] It is to be understood that both the foregoing
general description and the following detailed description
are by examples, and are intended to provide further ex-
planation of the disclosure as claimed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] The disclosure can be more fully understood by
reading the following detailed description of the embod-
iment, with reference made to the accompanying draw-
ings as follows:

Fig. 1 is an exploded view of a motor and a fixing
device for junction wires of a stator of a motor ac-
cording to an embodiment of the disclosure;

Fig. 2 is an exploded view of the fixing device in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is an enlarged view of the fixing device for
junction wires of a stator of a motor according to an
embodiment of the disclosure, in which flat conduc-
tors are accommodated in circular grooves;

Fig. 4A is a partial cross-sectional view of the struc-
ture in Fig. 3 taken along line 4A-4A; and

Fig. 4B is a partial cross-sectional view of the struc-
ture in Fig. 3 taken along line 4B-4B.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] Reference will now be made in detail to the
present embodiments of the disclosure, examples of
which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
Wherever possible, the same reference numbers are
used in the drawings and the description to refer to the
same or like parts.
[0019] Reference is made to Figs. 1-3. Fig. 1 is an ex-
ploded view of a motor 200 and a fixing device 100 for
junction wires of a stator of a motor according to an em-
bodiment of the disclosure. Fig. 2 is an exploded view of
the fixing device 100 in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is an enlarged view
of the fixing device 100 for junction wires of a stator of a
motor according to an embodiment of the disclosure, in
which flat conductors are accommodated in circular
grooves.
[0020] As shown in Figs. 1-3, in the embodiment, the
fixing device 100 for junction wires of a stator of a motor
includes a box 110 and a plurality of flat conductors. The
box 110 has a plurality of circular grooves. The circular
grooves are radially arranged at a side of the box 110.
The box 110 further has a plurality of terminal accommo-
dating grooves. The terminal accommodating grooves
and the circular grooves are located at the same side of
the box 110, and the terminal accommodating grooves
are located at a peripheral edge of the box 110.
[0021] For example, as shown in Fig. 3, the fixing de-
vice 100 at least includes a first flat conductor 120A and
a second flat conductor 120B. The box 110 at least has
a first circular groove 111A and a second circular groove
111 B. The first circular groove 111A and the second
circular groove 111B are radially arranged with a circular
groove located therebetween. The box 110 further at
least has first terminal accommodating grooves 112A
and second terminal accommodating grooves 112B. The
first terminal accommodating grooves 112A, the second
terminal accommodating grooves 112B, the first circular
groove 111A and the second circular groove 111 B are
located at the same side of the box 110, and the first
terminal accommodating grooves 112A and the second
terminal accommodating grooves 112B are located at
the peripheral edge of the box 110.
[0022] Furthermore, each of the flat conductors in-
cludes an arc-shaped holding portion and two terminals
connected to an upper edge of the arc-shaped holding
portion and horizontally bended. The arc-shaped holding
portions are accommodated in the circular grooves. The
terminals are exposed out of the circular grooves and
partially accommodated in two of the terminal accommo-
dating grooves, respectively.
[0023] For example, as shown in Fig. 3, the first flat
conductor 120A and the second flat conductor 120B re-
spectively include a first arc-shaped holding portion 121A
and a second arc-shaped holding portion 121B. The first
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flat conductor 120A further includes a first terminal 122A1
and a second terminal 122A2 that are connected to an
upper edge of the first arc-shaped holding portion 121A
and horizontally bended. The second flat conductor 120B
further includes a third terminal 122B1 and a fourth ter-
minal 122B2 that are connected to an upper edge of the
second arc-shaped holding portion 121B and horizontally
bended. The first arc-shaped holding portion 121A and
the second arc-shaped holding portion 121B are respec-
tively accommodated in the first circular groove 111A and
the second circular groove 111 B. The first terminal
122A1 and the second terminal 122A2 are exposed out
of the first circular groove 111A and respectively accom-
modated in two first terminal accommodating grooves
112A. The third terminal 122B1 and the fourth terminal
122B2 are exposed out of the second circular groove
111B and respectively accommodated in two second ter-
minal accommodating grooves 112B.
[0024] Specifically, in the embodiment, at least one ter-
minal among all of the flat conductors has an extending
section. The extending section extends over at least one
of the circular grooves. A distance between the extending
section and the arc-shaped holding portion of the flat con-
ductor in the at least one circular groove is a fixed value.
[0025] For example, reference is made to Figs. 3-4B.
Fig. 4A is a partial cross-sectional view of the structure
in Fig. 3 taken along line 4A-4A. Fig. 4B is a partial cross-
sectional view of the structure in Fig. 3 taken along line
4B-4B. As shown in Figs. 3-4B, each of the first terminal
122A1and the second terminal 122A2 of the first flat con-
ductor 120A includes a first extending section 122A11
(the reference label is only made to the first terminal
122A1 in Figs. 3 and 4A). The first extending section
122A11 extends over two circular grooves. In addition,
each of the third terminal 122B1 and the fourth terminal
122B2 of the second flat conductor 120B includes a sec-
ond extending section 122B11 (the reference label is only
made to the third terminal 122B1 in Figs. 3 and 4B). The
second extending section 122B11 extends over four cir-
cular grooves (including the first circular groove 111A).
Because extending over different numbers of circular
grooves, the first extending section 122A11 and the sec-
ond extending section 122B11 have different lengths. In
the embodiment, the length of the first extending section
122A11 is defined by the distance from the first circular
groove 111A to any of the first terminal accommodating
grooves 112A, and the length of the second extending
section 122B11 is defined by the distance from the sec-
ond circular groove 111 B to any of the second terminal
accommodating grooves 112B. In addition, the first ter-
minal 122A1 is located between the third terminal 122B1
and the fourth terminal 122B2, and the first terminal
122A1 is not in contact with the third terminal 122B1 and
the fourth terminal 122B2.
[0026] Specifically, a distance between the first ex-
tending section 122A11 and each of the arc-shaped hold-
ing portions of the flat conductors in two circular grooves
extended by the first extending section 122A11 and a

distance between the second extending section 122B11
and each of the arc-shaped holding portions of the flat
conductors in four circular grooves extended by the sec-
ond extending section 122B11 are the same and equal
to a fixed value. In other words, for an extending section
which extends over an arc-shaped holding portion in at
least one circular groove, the distance between the ex-
tending section and the arc-shaped holding portion is
equal to a fixed value. With the structural configuration,
at least one technical effect of achieved by the fixing de-
vice 100 of the embodiment is that the flux impedance
of each flat conductor can be easily estimated.
[0027] In detail, each terminal further includes an ele-
vating section and a wire-junction section. The elevating
section is connected between the upper edge of the arc-
shaped holding portion and the extending section and
exposed out of the circular grooves. The wire-junction
section is connected to the extending section opposite
to the elevating section. Moreover, the wire-junction sec-
tion is extended out of the peripheral edge of the box 110
and configured to be fixed with a stator wire-junction ter-
minal 210 of the motor 200 (referring to Fig. 1).
[0028] For example, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4A, each
of the first terminal 122A1 and the second terminal 122A2
further includes a first elevating section 122A10 and a
second wire-junction section 122A12 (the reference la-
bels are only made to the first terminal 122A1 in Figs. 3
and 4A). The first elevating section 122A10 is connected
between the upper edge of the first arc-shaped holding
portion 121 A and the first extending section 122A12 and
exposed out of the first circular groove 111 A. The first
wire-junction section 122A12 is connected to an end of
the first extending section 122A11 opposite to the first
elevating section 122A10. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4B,
each of the third terminal 122B1 and the fourth terminal
122B2 further includes a second elevating section
122B10 and a second wire-junction section 122B12 (the
reference labels are only made to the third terminal
122B1 in Figs. 3 and 4B). The second elevating section
122B10 is connected between the upper edge of the sec-
ond arc-shaped holding portion 121 B and the second
extending section 122B12 and exposed out of the second
circular groove 111 B. The second wire-junction section
122B12 is connected to an end of the second extending
section 122B11 opposite to the second elevating section
122B10.
[0029] It should be pointed out that by designing the
elevating section for each terminal, each extending sec-
tion can be prevented from contacting the arc-shaped
holding portion(s) extended over by the extending sec-
tion, so the problem caused by short circuit can be effec-
tively avoided. Furthermore, even though the arc-shaped
holding portions of the flat conductors are located in dif-
ferent circular grooves, the wire-junction sections of the
flat conductors can extend out of the peripheral edge of
the box 110 respectively by the extending sections hav-
ing different lengths. Moreover, the wire-junction sec-
tions of all flat conductors in the embodiment have the
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same length (i.e., the distal ends of all wire-junction sec-
tions are substantially arranged on a circle), so the wire-
junction sections can be convenient to be fixed with the
stator wire-junction terminals 210 of the motor 200.
[0030] As shown in Fig. 3, in the embodiment, the box
110 further has a plurality of latches. Each of the latches
is partially extended to an entrance of a corresponding
one of the circular grooves. Each of the arc-shaped hold-
ing portions is engaged between a bottom of a corre-
sponding one of the circular grooves and a corresponding
one of the latches. With the latches, the arc-shaped hold-
ing portion of every flat conductor can be effectively pre-
vented from jumping out of the corresponding circular
groove owing to the vibration caused during the operation
of the motor 200.
[0031] For example, the box 110 at least has a first
latch 113A and a second latch 113B. The first latch 113A
and the second latch 113B are partially extended to en-
trances of the first circular groove 111A and the second
circular groove 111B, respectively. The first arc-shaped
holding portion 121A is engaged between the bottom of
the first circular groove 111A and the first latch 113A,
and the second arc-shaped holding portion 121B is en-
gaged between the bottom of the second circular groove
111 B and the second latch 113B.
[0032] In some embodiments, the box 110 can be
made of insulating materials (e.g., plastics), so as to pre-
vent the flat conductors from electrically connecting to
form short circuits. In some embodiments, the box 110
can be made of a material with elasticity or plasticity.
Hence, when the arc-shaped holding portion of any flat
conductor is to be installed in the corresponding circular
groove, the corresponding latch can be pushed away by
the arc-shaped holding portion and then can restore and
engage the arc-shaped holding portion after the arc-
shaped holding portion is entirely accommodated in the
circular groove.
[0033] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, in the embodiment,
the fixing device 100 further includes a cover 130. The
cover 130 is detachably covered at the side of the box
110 having the circular grooves and the terminal accom-
modating grooves. The cover 130 has a plurality of outlet
holes 131. The flat conductors constitute a plurality of
windings respectively corresponding to the outlet holes
131. Each of the outlet holes 131 is aligned with at least
a portion of a corresponding one of the windings.
[0034] For example, in the embodiment, the flat con-
ductors of the fixing device 100 constitute three windings,
and the cover 130 correspondingly has three outlet holes
131 aligned with at least a portion of the windings, re-
spectively. Hence, the three windings can be electrically
connected to three power lines through the three outlet
holes 131, respectively (referring to Fig. 1).
[0035] In some embodiments, a sum of lengths of the
arc-shaped holding portions of the flat conductors in a
circumferential direction and lengths of the terminals in
radial directions of each winding is substantially close a
fixed value. For example, all arc-shaped holding portions

in a circumferential direction and all terminals in radial
directions of one winding respectively have a first length
and a second length, and all arc-shaped holding portions
in a circumferential direction and all terminals in radial
directions of another winding respectively have a third
length and a fourth length. By making the sum of the first
and second lengths and the sum of the third and fourth
lengths substantially be close to the same value, the fix-
ing device 100 of the embodiment can make the imped-
ances of the two windings be very close to each other.
Afterwards, in order to achieve the purpose of making
the windings obtain totally the same impedance, the
shape of the flat conductors can be locally adjusting (e.g.,
locally removing the material of the flat conductors).
[0036] In other words, during the manufacturing of the
fixing device 100 of the embodiment, the impedances of
the windings can be roughly adjusted by making the
lengths of the flat conductors of the windings be close to
each other and then be finely adjusted by locally adjusting
the shape of the flat conductors, so as to achieve the
purpose of making the windings obtain totally the same
impedance.
[0037] According to the foregoing recitations of the em-
bodiments of the disclosure, it can be seen that in the
fixing device for junction wires of a stator of a motor of
the present disclosure, by making the distances between
the extending section of each terminal of each flat con-
ductor and the arc-shaped holding portion(s) of the other
flat conductor(s) in the circular groove(s) extended over
by the extending section be close to a fixed value and
adjusting the cross-sectional areas of the flat conductors,
each of the flat conductors can obtain the same flux im-
pedance. By designing the elevating section for each ter-
minal, each extending section can be prevented from
contacting the arc-shaped holding portion(s) extended
over by the extending section, so the problem caused by
short circuit can be effectively avoided. By designing the
wire-junction sections of all terminals with the same
length (i.e., the distal ends of all wire-junction sections
are substantially arranged on a circle), the wire-junction
sections can be convenient to be fixed with the stator
wire-junction terminals. By disposing the latch at the en-
trance of the corresponding circular groove to engage
the corresponding flat conductor, the corresponding arc-
shaped holding portion can be effectively prevented from
jumping out of the corresponding circular groove owing
to vibration. Moreover, by making the sum of the lengths
of each winding be close to a fixed value and then locally
adjusting the shape of the flat conductors, the purpose
of making the windings obtain totally the same imped-
ance can be achieved.

Claims

1. A fixing device (100) for junction wires of a stator of
a motor (200), characterized in that the fixing de-
vice (100) comprises:
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a box (110) having a plurality of circular grooves
(111 A, 111 B) radially arranged at a side of the
box (110), the box (110) further having a plurality
of terminal accommodating grooves (112A,
112B) located at a peripheral edge at the side
of the box (110); and
a plurality of flat conductors (120A, 120B), each
of the flat conductors (120A, 120B) comprising
an arc-shaped holding portion (121 A, 121B) and
two terminals (122A1, 122A2, 122B1, 122B2)
connected to an upper edge of the arc-shaped
holding portion (121 A, 121B) and horizontally
bended, wherein the arc-shaped holding por-
tions (121 A, 121B) are accommodated in the
circular grooves (111A, 111B), the terminals
(122A1, 122A2, 122B1, 122B2) are exposed out
of the circular grooves (111 A, 111 B) and par-
tially accommodated in two of the terminal ac-
commodating grooves (112A, 112B), respec-
tively,
wherein at least one of the terminals (122B1)
has an extending section (122B11) extending
over at least one of the circular grooves (111A),
and a distance between the extending section
(122B11) and the arc-shaped holding portion
(121 A) of the flat conductor (120A) in the at least
one circular groove (111A) is a fixed value.

2. The fixing device (100) of claim 1, characterized in
that the at least one terminal (122B1) further com-
prises:

an elevating section (122B10) connected be-
tween the upper edge of the arc-shaped holding
portion (121B) and the extending section
(122B11) and exposed out of the circular
grooves (111A, 111 B); and
a wire-junction section (122B12) connected to
an end of the extending section (122B11) oppo-
site to the elevating section (122B10).

3. The fixing device (100) of claim 2, characterized in
that the wire-junction section (122B12) is extended
out of the peripheral edge at the side of the box (110)
and configured to be fixed with a stator wire-junction
terminal (210).

4. The fixing device (100) of any of claims 1 to 3, char-
acterized in that the flat conductors (120A, 120B)
comprise:

a first flat conductor (120A) comprising a first
arc-shaped holding portion (121A), a first termi-
nal (122A1), and a second terminal (122A2), and
the first and second terminals (122A1, 122A2)
are connected to an upper edge of the first arc-
shaped holding portion (121 A) and horizontally
bended; and

a second flat conductor (120B) comprising a
second arc-shaped holding portion (121 B), a
third terminal (122B1), and a fourth terminal
(122B2), and the third and fourth terminals
(122B1, 122B2) are connected to an upper edge
of the second arc-shaped holding portion (121
B) and horizontally bended,
wherein the first terminal (122A1) is located be-
tween the third and fourth terminals (122B1,
122B2).

5. The fixing device (100) of claim 4, characterized in
that the first terminal (122A1) is not in contact with
the third and fourth terminals (122B1, 122B2).

6. The fixing device (100) of claim 4 or 5, characterized
in that each of the first and second terminals (122A1,
122A2) of the first flat conductor (120A) comprises
a first extending section (122A11) extending over at
least one of the circular grooves, each of the third
and fourth terminals (122B1, 122B2) of the second
flat conductor (120B) comprises a second extending
section (122B11) extending over at least one of the
circular grooves (111A), and the first and second ex-
tending sections (122A11, 122B11) have different
lengths.

7. The fixing device (100) of claim 6, characterized in
that the circular grooves (111A, 111B) comprise a
first circular groove (111A) and a second circular
groove (111B) respectively accommodating the first
and second arc-shaped holding portions (121 A,
121B), the terminal accommodating grooves (112A,
112B) comprise two first terminal accommodating
grooves (112A) and two second terminal accommo-
dating grooves (112B), the first terminal accommo-
dating grooves (112A) respectively partially accom-
modate the first and second terminals (122A1,
122A2), the second terminal accommodating
grooves (112B)respectively partially accommodate
the third and fourth terminals (122B1, 122B2), a
length of the first extending section (122A11) is equal
to a distance from the first circular groove (111A) to
any of the first terminal accommodating grooves
(112A), and a length of the second extending section
(122B11) is equal to a distance from the second cir-
cular groove (111 B) to any of the second terminal
accommodating grooves (112B).

8. The fixing device (100) of any of claims 1 to 7, char-
acterized in that the box (110) further has a plurality
of latches (113A, 113B), each of the latches (113A,
113B) is partially extended to an entrance of a cor-
responding one of the circular grooves (111A, 111
B), and each of the arc-shaped holding portions
(121A, 121B) is engaged between a bottom of a cor-
responding one of the circular grooves (111A, 111
B) and a corresponding one of the latches (113A,
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113B).

9. The fixing device (100) of any of claims 1 to 8, char-
acterized by comprising a cover (130) detachably
covered at the side of the box (110), the cover (130)
having a plurality of outlet holes (131), wherein the
flat conductors (120A, 120B) constitute a plurality of
windings respectively corresponding to the outlet
holes (131), and each of the outlet holes (131) is
aligned with at least a portion of a corresponding one
of the windings.

10. The fixing device (100) of any of claims 1 to 9, char-
acterized in that the flat conductors (120A, 120B)
constitute a plurality of windings, and in each of the
windings, a sum of lengths of the arc-shaped holding
portions (121A, 121B) of the flat conductors (120A,
120B) in a circumferential direction and lengths of
the terminals (122A1, 122A2, 122B1, 122B2) in ra-
dial directions is substantially close a fixed value.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A fixing device (100) for junction wires of a stator of
a motor (200), characterized in that the fixing de-
vice (100) comprises:

a box (110) having a plurality of circular grooves
(111A, 111B) radially arranged at a side of the
box (110), the box (110) further having a plurality
of terminal accommodating grooves (112A,
112B) located at a peripheral edge at the side
of the box (110); and
a plurality of flat conductors (120A, 120B), each
of the flat conductors (120A, 120B) comprising
an arc-shaped holding portion (121A, 121B) and
two terminals (122A1, 122A2, 122B1, 122B2)
connected to an edge of the arc-shaped holding
portion (121A, 121B) distal to a bottom of a cor-
responding one of the circular grooves (111A,
111B) and bended along a direction perpendic-
ular to an axis of the fixing device (100), wherein
the arc-shaped holding portions (121A, 121B)
are accommodated in the circular grooves
(111A, 111B), the terminals (122A1, 122A2,
122B1, 122B2) are exposed out of the circular
grooves (111A, 111B) and partially accommo-
dated in two of the terminal accommodating
grooves (112A, 112B), respectively, and a
number of the arc-shaped holding portions
(121A, 121B) accommodated in one of the cir-
cular grooves (111A, 111B) is plural,
wherein at least one of the terminals (122B1)
has an extending section (122B11) extending
over at least one of the circular grooves (111A),
and a distance between the extending section

(122B11) and the arc-shaped holding portion
(121A) of the flat conductor (120A) in the at least
one circular groove (111A) is a fixed value.

2. The fixing device (100) of claim 1, characterized in
that the at least one terminal (122B1) further com-
prises:

an elevating section (122B10) connected be-
tween the edge of the arc-shaped holding por-
tion (121B) and the extending section (122B11)
and exposed out of the circular grooves (111A,
111B); and
a wire-junction section (122B12) connected to
an end of the extending section (122B11) oppo-
site to the elevating section (122B10).

3. The fixing device (100) of claim 2, characterized in
that the wire-junction section (122B12) is extended
out of the peripheral edge at the side of the box (110)
and configured to be fixed with a stator wire-junction
terminal (210).

4. The fixing device (100) of any of claims 1 to 3, char-
acterized in that the flat conductors (120A, 120B)
comprise:

a first flat conductor (120A) comprising a first
arc-shaped holding portion (121A), a first termi-
nal (122A1), and a second terminal (122A2), and
the first and second terminals (122A1, 122A2)
are connected to an edge of the first arc-shaped
holding portion (121A) distal to a bottom corre-
sponding one of the circular grooves (111A) and
bended along the direction; and
a second flat conductor (120B) comprising a
second arc-shaped holding portion (121B), a
third terminal (122B1), and a fourth terminal
(122B2), and the third and fourth terminals
(122B1, 122B2) are connected to an edge of the
second arc-shaped holding portion (121B) distal
to a bottom corresponding one of the circular
grooves (111B) and bended along the direction,
wherein the first terminal (122A1) is located be-
tween the third and fourth terminals (122B1,
122B2).

5. The fixing device (100) of claim 4, characterized in
that the first terminal (122A1) is not in contact with
the third and fourth terminals (122B1, 122B2).

6. The fixing device (100) of claim 4 or 5, characterized
in that each of the first and second terminals (122A1,
122A2) of the first flat conductor (120A) comprises
a first extending section (122A11) extending over at
least one of the circular grooves, each of the third
and fourth terminals (122B1, 122B2) of the second
flat conductor (120B) comprises a second extending
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section (122B11) extending over at least one of the
circular grooves (111A), and the first and second ex-
tending sections (122A11, 122B11) have different
lengths.

7. The fixing device (100) of claim 6, characterized in
that the circular grooves (111A, 111B) comprise a
first circular groove (111A) and a second circular
groove (111B) respectively accommodating the first
and second arc-shaped holding portions (121A,
121B), the terminal accommodating grooves (112A,
112B) comprise two first terminal accommodating
grooves (112A) and two second terminal accommo-
dating grooves (112B), the first terminal accommo-
dating grooves (112A) respectively partially accom-
modate the first and second terminals (122A1,
122A2), the second terminal accommodating
grooves (112B)respectively partially accommodate
the third and fourth terminals (122B1, 122B2), a
length of the first extending section (122A11) is equal
to a distance from the first circular groove (111A) to
any of the first terminal accommodating grooves
(112A), and a length of the second extending section
(122B11) is equal to a distance from the second cir-
cular groove (111B) to any of the second terminal
accommodating grooves (112B).

8. The fixing device (100) of any of claims 1 to 7, char-
acterized in that the box (110) further has a plurality
of latches (113A, 113B), each of the latches (113A,
113B) is partially extended to an entrance of a cor-
responding one of the circular grooves (111A, 111B),
and each of the arc-shaped holding portions (121A,
121B) is engaged between a bottom of a correspond-
ing one of the circular grooves (111A, 111B) and a
corresponding one of the latches (113A, 113B).

9. The fixing device (100) of any of claims 1 to 8, char-
acterized by comprising a cover (130) detachably
covered at the side of the box (110), the cover (130)
having a plurality of outlet holes (131), wherein the
flat conductors (120A, 120B) constitute a plurality of
windings respectively corresponding to the outlet
holes (131), and each of the outlet holes (131) is
aligned with at least a portion of a corresponding one
of the windings.

10. The fixing device (100) of any of claims 1 to 9, char-
acterized in that the flat conductors (120A, 120B)
constitute a plurality of windings, and in each of the
windings, a sum of lengths of the arc-shaped holding
portions (121A, 121B) of the flat conductors (120A,
120B) in a circumferential direction and lengths of
the terminals (122A1, 122A2, 122B1, 122B2) in ra-
dial directions is substantially close a fixed value.
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